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The Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives is a non-profit, charitable research institute active
Nationally since 1980 and in Manitoba since 1997. Our mandate is to produce academic, peerreviewed research on a wide range of public policy issues of importance to Manitobans. I am
pleased to provide this submission as the Director of the Manitoba office. I recognize we are on
Treaty One land and in the heartland of the Métis homeland.
Increasing the minimum wage is an essential tool for government to protect our society’s
lowest income earners. The base must be raised to above the poverty line and indexed at that
point. Indexing minimum wage at the current rate of $11/ hour leaves earners $8,000 below
the poverty line. We are opposed to this bill and will explain why in three parts: 1) Adequate
minimum wage is in the public interest; 2) Minimum wage increases do not harm the economy;
3) Recommendations.
1. Adequate minimum wage is in the public interest
Research shows that poverty and low-income have damaging effects on the mental and
physical health of individuals and families. Inadequate income leads to poor health outcomes:
Income provides the prerequisites for health, such as shelter, food, warmth, and the
ability to participate in society; living in poverty can cause stress and anxiety which can
damage people’s health; and low income limits peoples’ choices and militates against
desirable changes in behaviour (Benzeval, Judge and Whitehead in Raphael, 2002, 2).
As health spending is the largest budgetary expense for the province, the minimum wage policy
should reflect what is in the best interest of population health and well-being.
Increasing the minimum wage above the poverty line should be a priority of the provincial
government based on the Manitoba Poverty Reduction Strategy Act and the Poverty Reduction
and Social Inclusion Strategy.
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In 2015 our office co-published The View from Here:
Manitobans Call for a Renewed Poverty Reduction Strategy
with the Canadian Community Economic Development
Network (CCEDNet). This is the second edition of this
community-based strategy that draws on the experiences
of those living with and serving people in poverty. It was
endorsed by over 100 organizations in Manitoba. The View
from Here includes nine priority areas, including income
security. In reference to minimum wage, this report
recommends “Incrementally increase the minimum wage
per hour to the Low Income Cut Off Before Tax (LICO BT)
for one parent, one child household by 2020 and index
annually to the LICO BT” (2015:39). This should be done
within a comprehensive plan with outcome-based targets
and timelines to end poverty in Manitoba.
Manitoba has a shameful problem with child poverty: the highest in Canada in 2016 at one in
every three and a half children living in poverty according to Campaign 2000. Children are poor
because their families are poor; the working poor suffer under inadequate minimum wage.
Stereotypes and realities of minimum wage earners (Statistics Canada, 2014 data)
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According to provincial data, 38,600 Manitobans worked for minimum wage in 2015. Minimum
wage also has an impact on low wage workers (Labour Management Review Committee, 2015).
73,700 Manitobans earn 10 percent above the minimum wage or less (Ibid). In all this
represents 18.5% of workers.
Who are these Manitobans? People we all rely on every day such as retail store workers,
building cleaners, and food service workers. Low wage work is precarious, research shows that
hours of work are unreliable, several jobs are required to make ends meet with no benefits or
unpaid time off (Block, 2015). These members of our community struggle, which impacts health
and well-being.
Minimum wage policy as it stands is leaving people behind. The 2016 budget failed to signal
even an inflationary increase. This means these earners made $400 less in 2016/17 due to rising
costs of living. The current proposed increase of 15 cents would result in $312 dollars earned in
2017/18 and it does not make up for the lack of increase last year.
Minimum wage is the legal floor at which employers must pay workers and is a direct policy
tool for improving wages. Compare this to personal income tax exemptions. The provincial
increases to the Basic Personal Exemption only results in $16.00 more in 2016/17 and $15.00 in
2017/18 for the lowest income earners (Province of Manitoba 2016; 2017). This is a loss of
$26.2 million in the past two years to the provincial treasury through forgone revenue from
taxes (Ibid). Notably there is no plan to replace this lost revenue to the province.
2. Minimum wage increases do not harm the economy
If we look over time and across Canada, increasing the minimum wage does not result in job
losses. Economists Jordan Brennan and Jim Stanford did a comprehensive review of all
provincial minimum wages and employment changes from 1983 – 2012. They found no
consistent evidence that minimum wage affects employment levels. They found that
employment, job loss and creation are determined by larger economic factors, not minimum
wage policy.
Economist David Green finds the benefits raising British Columbia’s minimum wage to $15
through a series of pre-announced stages has benefits that far outweigh the likely costs. Claims
that such an increase will lead to massive job losses in low-wage sectors of the economy are not
credible as the large job loss impacts predicted by some opponents of minimum wage increases
misrepresent the existing economic research. Green writes: “In reading and using that research,
it is important to recognize that estimates showing job loss effects of minimum wage increases
apply only to teenagers. Estimated effects for young adult and adult workers range from
insignificant to non-existent” (2015).
For example, in 2011 British Columbia increased the minimum wage by 28 percent to catch up
for past inaction. This increase did not result in job losses for adult minimum wage earners. For
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those aged 15 to 24, employment declined slightly by 1.6 percent. Interestingly over the same
time period the number of young people age 15 to 24 who became students increased by 1.1
percent. Likely young minimum wage earners returned to school, which improves their earnings
in the long run. It is important to note that young people struggling with rising tuition costs
should also see an increase to minimum wage. There should be no two-tiered minimum wage:
this is discriminatory as it is based on type of work or in some instances age (Green, 2015).
When considering where to locate or if to relocate in Canada, businesses take into account
many factors, including the cost of inputs (goods, utilities, insurance and labour etc) (Brennan
and Stanford, 2012). Low wage employers dominate service sectors, such as restaurants and
retailers, and must stay close to the consumers that support their businesses (Block, 2015).
Minimum wage does not result in business flight.
Economic development relies on consumer spending. Higher wages feed back into stronger
demand and more jobs. Minimum wage earners spend in the local economy on basic goods and
services, not abroad (Brennan and Stanford, 2012). A higher minimum wage is good for
business, leading to lower turnover rates, reducing costly searches to fill positions, training
costs and employee turn-over (Green, 2015).
3) Recommendations
Based on research in the View from Here and Make Poverty History Manitoba’s priority policy
areas for action we call on the provincial government to:
1. Increase the minimum wage to the Low Income Cut Off Before Tax measure ($15.53 in
2014 dollars) through a series of pre-announced steps by 2020 and then index it to LICO
BT.
2. Not introduce a two-tiered minimum wage.
3. Develop a comprehensive strategy to end poverty in Manitoba, with targets and
timelines. This should include a jobs and training strategy for those who are able to
work for pay.
4. The provincial government should continue to make data on minimum wage earners
publicly available on an annual basis, such as the “Profile of Minimum Wage Earners”
compiled by the Labour Management Review Committee.
Thank you.
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